Given an operator T: D(T) C X --+ I/ where X and Y are normed spaces, we cal| T on tr,+ -operator [C2] if there exists a subspace .E of finite codimension in X for which e lE)-' exists and is continuous. We 
Let X , ! , Z, ... denote normed linear spaces. The completion of X will be denoted bV * . The class of linear transformations (henceforth called "operators") ? defined on a linear subspace D(T) of X with range contained in Y is denoted by L(X,Y). The range and null space of T are denoted by ft(?) and nf(7) respectively. The restriction of. T lo a linear subspace M of. X is denoted by TIM; note that TIM :TlM aD(T).The operator 7 is called bounded if 7 is continuous and D(") : X . T is called closedif its graph {@,f *1, o e D(")} is a closed subset of. XxY . Let X7 be the space D(7) normed bV llrllr : llrll+ll?rll . The graph operator Gr of.7 is the operator in L(X7,X) defined by G7r : r (r € X7). W" write G -Gr. Clearly TG is a bounded operator in L(X7,Y) . Let (to,) is unbounded then for some subsequence u)n)we have llu.,,r,ll * -and (Txn, *w^,)/llrr,ll + 0. Since (**, I llr",ll) is bounded in the finite dimensional space .lf th"re exists a subsequence (wn,,) of (ur,",) 66] , J'T'Q' : (QTJ)' e II2U IIIz. But R(J|T'Q'): R(J'T') by Lemma 1.13 and therefore R(J'T') is not closed; in particular, J'T' / 1e which implies by Theorem 2.2that Tt/1.e (since J'€le and J'T' :(TJ)' *0)." 2.6. Proposition. Let T be closed and let X be reflexive. Then T e 2e implies Tt / IIIe. 
